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Prologue
I am in the process of writing a book – Learning
Theory: Lessons for Corporate Training – that
incorporates instructional methods that have
been shown to be effective based on high-quality
research. You could call this ‘evidence-based
practice.’ For too long, training has been
dominated by tradition.
Evidence-based practice in education should be
the norm. No one would think of getting to the
moon or of wiping out a disease without research.
Likewise, one cannot expect reform efforts in
education to have significant effects without
research-based knowledge to guide them.1
Since my book begins with – and has as its core
focus - the “learner,” it utilizes the cognitive
sciences and its contribution to the theories of
learning.

Instructional design should not be merely
philosophy or aesthetics; it should not be a set of
procedures arrived at by collaboration; it should
be a set of scientific principles that are proven to
aid learning.
Instruction involves directing students to
appropriate learning activities; guiding students
to appropriate knowledge; helping students
rehearse, encode, and process information;
monitoring student performance; and providing
feedback as to the appropriateness of the
student’s learning activities and practice
performance. Instructional design is the
technology of creating learning experiences and
learning environments which promote these
instructional activities.
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1. The Learner
1.1 Learner Responsibility
Regardless of the situation, learning is ultimately
the individual's responsibility. Learning will not
succeed unless the individual feels a strong sense
of ownership and responsibility in the process
itself. Learners must accept the idea that their
own efforts are crucial to progress in learning,
and behave accordingly.
Groups don’t learn, individuals learn. Learners
may be part of a group while learning, learners
may learn from one another, and the social
context of a learning environment may provide
support for its members; nevertheless the change
in cognitive structure and the acquisition of
knowledge and skill is an individual event.

“The illiterate of the 21st
century will not be those
who cannot read and write,
but those who cannot learn,
unlearn, and relearn.”
― Alvin Toffler

How to help create learner responsibility







Encourage intrinsic motivation in the learners
Constant monitoring and evaluation. When we encourage students to focus
on the process of their learning (rather than merely on the outcome), we help
them consciously examine their own contribution to their learning. Such an
awareness of the difference that their efforts can make is an essential first
step to the development of a responsible attitude and behavior.
Student self-evaluation
Cooperation and group cohesion
Consistent control
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1.2 Learner-Centered Teaching
Traditionally instructors focused on what they
did, and not on what the students are
learning. This emphasis on what instructors
do often leads to students who are passive
learners and who did not take responsibility
for their own learning. Educators call this
traditional method, “instructor-centered
teaching.” In contrast, “learner-centered
teaching” occurs when instructors focus on
student learning.
Learner-centered teachers do not employ a
single teaching method. This approach
emphasizes a variety of different types of
methods that shifts the role of the instructors
from givers of information to facilitating
student learning.

I believe instructors are doing too many
learning tasks for students. We ask the
questions, we call on students, we add
detail to their answers. We offer the
examples. We organize the content. We
do the preview and the review. On any
given day, in most classes instructors
are working much harder than students.
I’m not suggesting we never do these
tasks, but I don’t think students develop
sophisticated learning skills without the
chance to practice and in most
classrooms the teacher gets far more
practice than the students.

Learner-centered teaching engages students in the hard, messy work of learning.
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2. The Science of Learning
2.1 The Brain
The central hypothesisScience
of cognitive science is that thinking can best be understood in terms of
Cognitive
representational structures in the mind and computational procedures that operate on those
structures.
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A little science on how we process information
Our information-processing system consists of
three main memory structures: sensory memory,
working memory, and long-term memory.
The input to the system is raw sensory data that
registers in sensory memory.
A small portion of this data passes on to working
memory – the equivalent to awareness – and is
represented there. Working memory is not so
much a place as it is an “information treatment
function.” This short-term memory function is like
a buffer zone. It fills up rapidly and then quickly
empties. This is because survival required us to
treat, sort, eliminate, or store information at
great speeds. Working memory is the process of
active mental work, such as learning.
The brain, like all biological systems, has become
optimized over millennia of evolution. Brains have
a very high level of energy consumption and must
be kept as small as possible, or our heads would
topple us over. Keeping a copy of our world in our
brains would be a huge waste of cognitive
resources and completely unnecessary. It is much
more efficient to have rapid access to the actual
world – to see only what we attend to and only
attend to what we need – for the task at hand.

Some information is coded and stored in longterm memory as new knowledge; some
information may simply result in performing an
action. With the proper cues, we can retrieve
information stored in long-term memory. Long
term memory is a relatively inert repository of our
knowledge and memories.
These last two memory systems – working
memory and long-term memory – have, as you
have seen, quite different characteristics
regarding: (1) their capacities; (2) longevity of
stored information; (3) abilities to process
information.
Good instructional design and delivery promote
processes that mediate the transformation of
information into new knowledge and skills in
long-term memory.

End of Sample
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